
“Quik-Change” Punch Handle
Punches can quickly be changed by inserting them fully into the punch handle and tighten-
ing the setscrew located on the side of the handle. The blue handled punch holder included 
should be used to hold the punch handle when striking to prevent injury.

Pin Punches
Always insert the chamfered end of the punches into the punch handle. This chamfer 
prevents the punch from mushrooming out and becoming stuck in the punch handle when 
used. In situations where the punch is difficult to remove, hold the shaft of the punch similar 
to using a hammer and strike the handle against a hard surface to free the punch.
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Warning: Always wear eye protection 
when using any punch or chisel. 
 
 
LKMJACK Content List
• “Quik-Change” Punch Handle
• Punch Holder
• 9” pin punch LKMJACK9P
• 12” pin punch LKMJACK12P
• 15” pin punch LKMJACK15P
• 7” chisel punh LKMJACK7C
• 9” chisel punch LKMJACK9C 
• 7” center punch LKMJACKCD
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Chisel Punches
When using the hardened steel chisel punches, it is important to strike the punch handle 
squarely. Due to the hardening process used, it is possible to bend the chisel punches if they 
are struck at an angle with sufficient force. For punching hardplate, rotate the punch after 
each impact to maximize deformation of the surface of the hardplate. 
 
The tips of the chisel punches may become chipped after heavy use against other hard-
ened materials. These chisels can easily be re-sharpened using a bench sander or grinder. 
JackHammer chisel punches feature an offset ground tip to promote chipping of the hardplate. 
Grind a 30 degree and a 35 degree angle to replicate this tip geometrically.

Important: 
Always use the shortest punch possible. Using a longer punch than necessary increases the 
likelihood of damaging the punch and will also cause added deflection when striking the punch 
handle.
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